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La Rive Prestige Brown The
Man - Eau de Parfum para
hombre, tester 75 ml
Precio unitario 5.90 €

Disponibilidad Disponible

En stock: 5 pcs.

el tiempo de entrega 4-7 días hábiles

Similar Armani Acqua Di Gio Absolu

Descripción
The male strength combines an unusual bond with the world of nature.
Its character embodies the PRESTIGE BROWN scent from LA RIVE – a perfect combination of fresh sea notes with the classic
male nature of patchouli and vetiver wood notes.
The freshness of bergamot, emphasized with fruit notes, harmonizes with the elegance of geranium, lavender and rosemary
notes – creating a perfect scent for all occasions para Hombre who value their style. The scent base of wood notes owes the
magnetic structure of the tonka bean root with an extremely addictive character. LA RIVE PRESTIGE BROWN is the power of
male elegance expressed in the attracting senses of fragrance, combining all elements.

What is a Perfume Tester ?
Testers are the same original fragrances that you find in full size perfume bottles. Fragrance companies manufacture testers
to promote their products. Testers may come in a variety sizes and forms of packing - some come with simple white or brown
box with or without a cap and may be labeled "Demonstration" or "Tester" the quality of the perfumes themselves are not
affected at all and are the same as the one in retail fancy box . All testers are sold unused, with the entire original quantity in
the container.
If you're purchasing for yourself, testers are a great way for you to get perfume for better discount but may not be
appropriate for gift.
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